
All, 

 

I am writing in opposition to bill HB-3063. We have a daughter that is vaccine injured, she started having 

seizures immediately after her first vaccination and they became much worse after her second 

vaccination. (see attached letter from my wife). Mandatory vaccinations are not the answer. There is no 

pre screening prior to a child getting forced vaccinations at birth. (hepatitis vaccine) and none as they 

progress. When we brought up our daughters reaction to her primary care physician, she ignored it and 

blew us off. This is a common theme among most doctors when issues are brought up. In speaking to 

her neurologist, it’s unfortunately more common than one thinks and he’s seeing a growing number of 

children with onset seizure disorders that come immediately after vaccinations.  

 

We will not be vaccinating our other 3 children as we can not afford to take that risk with them. The only 

way to get a medical exemption is to get them all genetically screened which will cost us thousands of 

dollars. There choice then is 1) run the risk of severe life changing disabilities or 2) be excluded from 

services that my taxes pay for. This is an unacceptable option for us and we will be moving from Oregon 

if this happens.  

 

The Vaccine program is one of the biggest abuses of corporate power in the government.  

 

1. It’s legally protected from TORT law, paid for and defended by the government with the vaccine 

protection act of 1986 

2. New Vaccines are not required to go through the testing that standard medicines are including 

placebo testing. 

3. The CDC, WHO, and FDA leadership all have ties to big pharma. (here are a couple)  

a. Alex Azar – Secretary of Health and Human services – Past lobbyist for Eli Lilly, which 

profits from Vaccines 

b. Scott Gottlieb – FDA Commissioner- Member of Glaxosmith Klines Investment board 

prior to his FDA appointment. GSK sold 5.9 billion Euros worth of Vaccines last year. 

4. The HHS has filed to do their bi annual vaccine safety report as required in the act from 1986, 

instead they’ve focused on selling vaccines. 

 

 

I’ve attached my wife’s letter and interesting background information.  

 



I’m not against Vaccines, I am against taking away my rights as a parent to not put my children at risk. 

 

Thanks you for your time. 

 

Sincerely, 

Ryan Sexton 

Project Manager 

503 603 4709  

 

5335 SW Meadows - Suite 295 

Lake Oswego, OR 97035 
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